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PAPER
Interdigital and Multi-Via Structures for Mushroom-Type
Metasurface Reflectors
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Manato KUSAMIZU†††, Student Members, Akira ONO†††, and Takahiro SHIOZAWA††††, Members

SUMMARY The novel patch element shapes with the interdigital and
multi-via structures for mushroom-type metasurface reflectors are proposed
for controlling the reflection phases. The interdigital structure provides a
wide reflection phase range by changing the depth of the interdigital fin-
gers. In addition, the multi-via structure provides the higher positive re-
flection phases such as near +180◦. The sufficient reflection phase range
of 360◦ and the low polarization dependent properties could be confirmed
by the electromagnetic field simulation. The metasurface reflector for the
normal incident plane wave was designed. The desired reflection angles
and sharp far field patterns of the reflected beams could be confirmed in the
simulation results. The prototype reflectors for the experiments should be
designed in the same way as the primary reflector design of the reflector
antenna. Specifically, the reflector design method based on the ray trac-
ing method using the incident wave phase was proposed for the prototype.
The experimental radiation pattern for the reflector antenna composed of
the transmitting antenna (TX) and the prototype metasurface reflector was
similar to the simulated radiation pattern. The effectiveness of the proposed
structures and their design methods could be confirmed by these simulation
and experiment results.
key words: metasurface, reflector, interdigital, multi-via, ray tracing, elec-
tromagnetic field simulation

1. Introduction

Recently, for obtaining broader bandwidth and higher data
rates, the higher frequency band tends to be used in larger
capacity wireless communication, especially in the fifth
generation (5G) mobile communication. Due to the strong
straightness propagation and the high path loss characters of
the higher frequency wave, the signal coverage is severely
limited especially for the non-line-of-sight (NLOS) regions
[1]. The metallic passive reflectors, placed on the roof of the
buildings etc., could be used as one of the solutions to this
problem [2], [3]. Since the metallic reflectors reflect radio
waves specularly, the reflection directions are limited.

For obtaining the preferable reflection directions, var-
ious reflectarrays [4]–[11] and metasurface reflectors [12]–
[22] have been proposed. In most of reflectarrays, the re-
flection phase distributions are designed by changing their
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structural parameters of the elements on the wavelength
scale, to obtain the desired reflection directions [4]. In
[5]–[7], the reflectarrays with the half-wavelength crossed-
dipole and loop-type frequency selective surface (FSS) were
reported to obtain the dual polarization and multi-frequency
operations. The reflectarrays based on the interdigital gap
structures were proposed to realize a wide reflection phase
range [8], [9]. For obtaining the smooth reflection phase gra-
dient, the reflectarray with the I-shaped dipole element was
reported [10]. The polarization conversion reflectarray with
the double omega-shaped resonant elements, optimized by
the genetic algorithm (GA) was also proposed [11]. On the
other hands, the metasurface reflectors, of which reflection
phase are designed by changing the LC resonant frequency,
namely changing the loop inductance L and gap capacitance
C of its smaller elements than the wavelength, were also pro-
posed [12], [13]. In [14], [15], the multi-layer mushroom-
type metasurface reflector were proposed to achieve a wide
reflection angle. The H-type mushroom-type metasurface
was also proposed to realize the multi-band reflector [16]. In
[17], the beam switching method using the diode mounted
metasurface was reported. The double layered patch-type
FSS was also reported to achieve the variable reflection an-
gle [18]. In [19], the multi-sheet configuration metasurface
was reported to realize the broad beam width. The beam
direction control, configured using the dipole antenna and
its close placed metasurface, was proposed [20]. In [21],
curved-type metasurface absorber which is thin was pro-
posed to reduce the radar cross section (RCS). The low-
profile and decoupling dipole antenna array using the meta-
surface with the C-shaped parasitic elements was also pro-
posed [22].

The existing reflectarrays and metasurface reflectors,
including the previous mentioned ones, could provide the
various benefits for the 5G mobile communication systems.
However, there would remain rooms to improve in these re-
flectors. The restrictions and design method for these reflec-
tors would be discussed as follows.

In most of reflectarrays, their element sizes and spac-
ing should be almost the same as its wavelength. However,
reflectarrays that reflect at a wide angle require narrow ele-
ment spacing compared with its wavelength. For this reason,
designing reflectarray with wide angle reflection is difficult.
Moreover, the mutual interaction between each element in-
fluences the reflection phase, therefore a flexible design con-
sidering element interference would be required to reduce
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the degradation of the reflection characteristics. In the meta-
surface reflectors, a wide reflection angle can be achieved,
since the size of elements is much smaller than its wave-
length. However, in the conventional mushroom-type meta-
surface, the changeable elements sizes also become much
smaller than its wavelength, therefore it is difficult to obtain
the reflection phase range of ±180◦ at the design frequency,
which are required to design the reflector. Especially, it is
difficult to obtain the higher positive reflection phases such
as near +180◦ and the lower negative reflection phases such
as near −180◦ [12], [13]. For obtaining the reflection phases
near −180◦, several metasurfaces were proposed to increase
the gap capacitance C [14]–[17]. On the other hands, the
reflection phases near +180◦ could be obtained by decreas-
ing the loop inductance L or gap capacitance C according
to the normal incidence LC resonant theory [23], [24]. In
[15], these reflection phases could be achieved by chang-
ing the thickness of the substrate for each patch to decrease
the loop inductance L in the electromagnetic simulation, but
it is difficult to realize these structures. In addition, in the
conventional metasurface, it is difficult to place its patch el-
ements closely and densely on the reflection plane, because
its element size should be changed to obtain the desired re-
flection phases. These difficulties would cause the restric-
tions in the design and the deterioration of the reflection
properties. By the way, in the case that the incident wave
cannot be regarded as a plane wave, the Pozar’s method [4]
are commonly used for the reflector design. In the conven-
tional Pozar’s method, the path length from the phase center
of the incident wave source to the reflection plane is required
to obtain the incident wave phase distribution. However, it
is difficult to define the accurate phase center of the wave
source in some cases, for example in the near-field range of
the transmitting antenna (TX). This is one of the difficulties
of the conventional Pozar’s method.

In this paper, the novel patch element shapes with
the interdigital and multi-via structures for hexagonal
mushroom-type metasurface reflectors are proposed to ob-
tain the reflection phase range of ±180◦. The interdigital
structure provides a wide reflection phase range by changing
the depth of the interdigital fingers. In addition, the multi-
via structure provides the reflection phases near +180◦ by
changing the distance from the patch center to the vias and
the number of vias. Although the metamaterials including
the interdigital structures appear in some literatures [25]–
[30], introducing the interdigital structure to the metasur-
face with the hexagonal mushroom-type patches is the first
attempt, to the best of the author’s knowledge. The metasur-
faces including the multi-via structures appear in some pa-
pers [31]–[35]. However, in most papers [31]–[33], the re-
flection phase properties were not remarked. For obtaining
the reflection phases near +180◦, introducing the multi-via
structures to the metasurface is the first attempt, to the best
of the author’s knowledge. In these proposed structures, the
patch elements could be placed closely and densely on the
reflection plane, since the proposed structures could be com-
posed of the common size hexagonal patch elements. Thus,

these structures can be expected to improve the design free-
dom. These proposed structures could be also realized in-
expensively using the usual double-sided print circuit board
fabrication. Since the structural parameter number of the
proposed hexagonal element shapes are more than that of the
conventional square shapes, the proposed structures might
have the property of controllability in the multi-dimensions.

In [36], we have already confirmed that the proposed
reflector can control the direction of reflected waves in the
case of the incident plane wave, using electromagnetic sim-
ulations. In this paper, the design method based on the ray
tracing method using the incident wave phase is proposed,
for applying the proposed structure to the arbitrary incident
wave. Since the incident wave phase distribution could be
obtained easily and accurately by electromagnetic simula-
tion, the proposed design method is expected to provide the
desired reflected phase distribution of the reflector, espe-
cially in the case of the arbitrary incident wave. In addition,
the reflector antenna composed of the TX and the prototype
reflector and its experimental results are shown with the sim-
ulation results, to confirm the potentiality of the proposed
structure.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
the Sect. 2, the proposed two structures are described and
the reflection phases of these structures are simulated. The
design method and the simulation results of the metasurface
reflector for the normal incident plane wave are described
in the Sect. 3. In the Sect. 4, the proposed design method
using the incident wave phase distribution for the evalua-
tion experiments are described. In the Sect. 5, the proto-
type reflector and its experimental results are described with
the simulation results. The simulation results in this paper
are obtained using the general-purpose electromagnetic field
simulator Ansoft HFSS.

2. Interdigital and Multi-Via Structures

In this section, the novel patch element shapes with the inter-
digital and multi-via structures for mushroom-type metasur-
face reflectors are described. The interdigital structure pro-
vides a wide reflection phase range by changing the depth of
the interdigital fingers. The multi-via structure provides the
reflection phases near +180◦ by changing the distance from
the patch center to the vias and the number of vias. Although
the frequency bands of 28 GHz and 39 GHz are used in the
5G mobile communication of millimeter wave (mmWave),
the design frequency f0 of 6 GHz which will be used for 5G
communication of sub-6 GHz band is chosen for matching
to our next stage experimental setup. The application for the
mmWave would be a future study.

2.1 Interdigital Structure Metasurface

Figure 1(a) shows the patch element shape with the interdig-
ital structure. The interdigital structures are placed between
adjacent patches. The hexagonal patches are connected to
the ground plane on the back through vias represented by the
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Fig. 1 Interdigital structure metasurface. (a) Patch element shape, where
p is the distance (pitch) between the patch centers, D is the interdigital
finger depth, N is the number of the interdigital fingers, W1 is the finger
space, and W2 is the finger width. (b) Simulation model example, where the
x- and y-polarized plane waves illuminate perpendicular to the metasurface
reflector on the x-y plane and the periodic boundary conditions are set for
two pair of parallel side planes, respectively. (c) Reflection phases plotted
as functions of the interdigital finger depth D at the simulation frequency
f0 of 6 GHz.

black dots in this figure. In this paper, the convex (protrud-
ing) parts of the interdigital structures are called fingers. In
Fig. 1(a), p is the distance (pitch) between the patch centers,
D is the interdigital finger depth, g is the gap size between
the adjacent hexagonal patches, W1 is the finger space, and
W2 is the finger width. The finger space W1 and the fin-
ger width W2 should be determined to make the finger gap
spaces equally. The interdigital finger number on one side
of the hexagon is represented by N. Figure 1(a) shows the
interdigital structure for the finger number N of 2. The ca-
pacitance of the interdigital structure could be changed by
the interdigital finger depth D, so that the reflection phase
of the metasurface with the interdigital structure could be
designed flexibly.

Figure 1(b) shows the simulation model example,
where the x- and y-polarized plane waves illuminate per-
pendicular to the metasurface on the x-y plane. The peri-
odic boundary conditions are set for two pair of parallel side
planes, respectively, where the periodic boundaries are also
shown in Fig. 1(a). In this paper, the flame-retardant-type
4 (FR-4) substrate Panasonic R-1705 is used for the manu-
facturing, because this substrate is inexpensive and can be
applied up to 6 GHz. According to the datasheet of this sub-
strate, its relative permittivity εr of 4.7, dielectric loss tan-
gent tan δ of 0.015, and thickness t of 1.6 mm are used for
the simulations. The gap size g of 0.6 mm and the via di-
ameter Ψ of 0.8 mm are chosen for ease of manufacturing.

Fig. 2 Multi-via structure metasurface. (a) Patch element shape, where d
is the distance from the patch center to the vias, and n is the number of vias.
(b) Simulation model example, where the x- and y-polarized plane waves
illuminate perpendicular to the metasurface reflector on the x-y plane and
the periodic boundary conditions are set for two pair of parallel side planes,
respectively. (c) Reflection phases plotted as functions of the distance d at
the simulation frequency f0 of 6 GHz.

The pitch p of 6 mm is small enough in comparison with
the wavelength λ0 of 50 mm corresponding to f0. Fig. 1(c)
shows the simulation results of the reflection phases corre-
sponding to the finger number N at 6 GHz. In this figure, the
solid and dashed lines show the reflection phase correspond-
ing to the x- and y-polarized waves, respectively, where the
dots represent the simulated values. Since the solid and
dashed lines are almost the same, the low polarization de-
pendency of the reflection phase could be confirmed. The
finger number N of 2 is adopted for the reflector design in
this paper, because the smaller reflection phase gradient is
better for controlling and reproducing. In the finger num-
ber N of 2, the reflection phase range from −174◦ to +134◦

could be obtained by changing the depth D from 0 mm to
2 mm.

2.2 Multi-Via Structure Metasurface

The multi-via structure shown in Fig. 2(a) would be in-
troduced for obtaining the reflection phase from +134◦ to
+180◦, which could not be obtained in the interdigital struc-
ture. It could be qualitatively interpreted that the reflection
phase of the mushroom-type metasurface would be close to
the reflection phase +180◦ of the metal conductor board by
expanding the via area or increasing the number of vias.
On the other hand, according to the formula in the papers
[37], [38], the reflection phase of the mushroom-type meta-
surface reflector for the normal incident plane wave should
not change corresponding to the via radius. It would be con-
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sidered that this discrepancy is caused that the formula in
[37], [38] was derived in the assumption of the thin vias. In
the case of the large radius conductor cylinder, it is irregular
in the normal printed circuit board fabrication. In this paper,
instead of the large radius conductor cylinder, the multi-via
structure described below would be adopted for ease of man-
ufacturing.

In this structure, as shown in Fig. 2(a), the hexago-
nal patches are connected to the ground plane on the back
through several vias represented by the black dots. In this
figure, d is the distance from the patch center to the vias, n
is the number of vias. The thickness t and other parameters
of the substrate, the gap size g, and the pitch p are the same
as the interdigital structure in the Sect. 2.1. The via diame-
ter Ψ of 0.5 mm is chosen to arrange the multiple vias. Fig-
ure 2(b) shows the simulation model example, where the x-
and y-polarized plane waves illuminate perpendicular to the
metasurface on the x-y plane. The periodic boundary condi-
tions are set for two pair of parallel side planes, respectively,
where the periodic boundaries are also shown in Fig. 2(a).
Figure 2(c) shows the reflection phases corresponding to the
via number n at 6 GHz. The solid and dashed lines show
the reflection phase corresponding to the x- and y-polarized
incident waves, respectively, where the dots represent the
simulated values. Because of the low polarization depen-
dent properties, the solid and dashed lines are overlapped
each other. The reflection phase range from +137◦ to +175◦

could be obtained by changing the via distance d and the via
number n.

3. Reflector Design for Plane Wave Incident

In this section, the reflector design for the normal incident
plane wave using the interdigital and multi-via integrated
structures would be introduced. The simulated far field pat-
terns of the RCS would be shown.

3.1 Metasurface Reflector Design

Figure 3 shows the proposed reflector simulation model.
The x- and y-polarized plane waves illuminate perpendic-
ular to the metasurface reflector on the x-y plane. For re-
alizing the constant reflection angle, patch elements with
the equal difference reflection phases should be arranged at
equal intervals [12]–[15]. Since the incident plane is in the
y-z plane, the reflection phases for each patch change grad-
ually along the y-axis. The reflection angle α for the normal
incident plane wave is given by

α = arcsin
(
λ0∆ϕ

2πp

)
, (1)

where ∆ϕ is the reflection phase difference between adjacent
patch elements along the y-axis. The periodic boundary con-
ditions shown in Fig. 3 are set for two pairs of parallel sides,
respectively. For using the periodic boundary condition for
the y-direction, ∆ϕ should satisfy

Fig. 3 Simulation model of the proposed metasurface reflector. The x-
and y-polarized plane waves illuminate perpendicular to the metasurface
reflector on the x-y plane.

Fig. 4 Reflection phases of the selected interdigital structures with the
finger depth D in the lower horizontal axis and the selected multi-via struc-
ture with the via distance d from the patch center to the vias in the upper
horizontal axis, where the finger number N of 2, the via number n of 6, and
the reflection phase difference ∆ϕ of 30◦. The dots represent the selected
values for the reflector design.

∆ϕ =
2π
k
, (2)

where the integer number k is the number of patch ele-
ments along the y-axis. In Fig. 3, there are 12 patch ele-
ments (k = 12) with the reflection phase difference ∆ϕ of
30◦. From Eq. (1), the reflection angle α should be 44◦ for
the pitch p of 6 mm at 6 GHz. According to Fig. 1(c) and
Fig. 2(c), eleven interdigital structures of the finger num-
ber N of 2 with different finger depths D and one multi-via
structure of the via number n of 6 are selected to satisfy
the reflection phase difference ∆ϕ of 30◦. The structure de-
cision procedure for the patch elements is described in the
Sect. 3.2.

Figure 4 shows the reflection phases of the selected
interdigital structures with the finger depth D in the lower
horizontal axis and the selected multi-via structure with the
distance d from the patch center to the vias in the upper hori-
zontal axis, where the finger number N of 2, the via number
n of 6, and the reflection phase difference ∆ϕ of 30◦. The
dots represent the simulated values for the reflector design.
Combining the proposed two structures, the wide reflec-
tion phase range of approximately 360◦ could be obtained.
Therefore, the reflection phases from –174◦ to +156◦ with
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Fig. 5 Structure decision procedure for the patch elements, where the
previous assigned patch reflection phase would be reassigned to the sides of
the hexagonal patch under the priority of the even row and smaller number
column (left side) patches.

a phase difference of 30◦ could be realized by composed of
eleven interdigital and one multi-via structure.

3.2 Structure Decision Procedure for the Patch Elements

In the case of the hexagonal mushroom-type patches with
the interdigital and multi-via structure, it is difficult to as-
sign a reflection phase to a single patch element such as a
conventional square patch reflector design. In other words,
the patch element shape could not be decided from the re-
flection phase straightforwardly. In this paper, the structure
decision procedure described below would be adopted to de-
cide the structural parameters of the interdigital and multi-
via structures. The optimization for the metasurface reflec-
tor with the proposed structures would be a future study,
while the design method for achieving the high efficiency
reflected beam were described in [39], [40].

The reflection phase assignment is shown in Fig. 5 cor-
responding to the metasurface reflector in the Sect. 3.1. In
this case, the reflection phase would be varied along the y-
axis. The structural parameters of the interdigital and multi-
via structures would be decided as follows. First, the re-
flection phase Φn would be assigned to the hexagonal patch,
where the reflection phase Φn satisfy

Φn+1 − Φn = ∆ϕ, (3)

where n represents the column number. In spite of the y-
coordinate difference of a half pitch p/2 for odd and even
row patches, the same reflection phase Φn would be assigned
to both odd and even row patches to minimize the phase
difference along x-axis, since the reflection angle would be
mainly decided by the phase difference along y-axis. Sec-
ond, the previous assigned patch reflection phase Φn would
be reassigned to the sides of the hexagonal patch under the
priority of the even row and smaller number column (left
side) patches, so that the reflection phase can be mainly con-
trolled in the side structures of the hexagonal patches. Third,
the finger depth D for the interdigital structure and the via
distance d for the multi-via structure would be decided ac-
cording to the reassigned reflection phase Φn, using Fig. 1(c)

Fig. 6 Interdigital and multi-via structure parts for the designed meta-
surface reflector with the reflection phase difference ∆ϕ of 30◦, where the
interdigital patches and fingers with the same reflection phase are painted
in the same color. The multi-via patches with the same reflection phase are
also painted in the same color.

and Fig. 2(c).
The interdigital and multi-via structure parts for the de-

signed metasurface reflector with the reflection phase differ-
ence ∆ϕ of 30◦ are shown in Fig. 6. The interdigital patches
and fingers with the same reflection phase are painted in the
same color. The multi-via patches with the same reflection
phase are also painted in the same color.

3.3 Simulation of Metasurface Reflector

The simulated far field patterns of the RCS for the co-
polarization reflected waves on the y-z plane at 6 GHz are
shown in Fig. 7, where the red and blue lines show the RCS
corresponding to the x- and y- polarized incident waves, re-
spectively. The reflector size of 125 × 216 mm is used in
these simulations. The sharp far field pattern and the low
polarization dependent properties are observed in this figure.
The maximum directivities of 3.26 dBsm and 2.97 dBsm for
the x- and y-polarized incident waves are obtained at the
reflection angle of 316◦ (−44◦). The sidelobes at the di-
rection of 0◦ are −7.79 dBsm and −4.55 dBsm for the x-
and y-polarized incident waves, respectively, which are sup-
pressed by 11.05 dB and 7.52 dB compared with the max-
imum directivities. The sidelobes at the direction of 339◦

(−21◦) are −10.05 dBsm and −7.99 dBsm for the x- and y-
polarized incident waves, respectively, which are suppressed
by 13.31 dB and 10.96 dB compared with the maximum di-
rectivities. Since the cross-polarized waves are suppressed
over 63.41 dB and 42.25 dB for the x- and y-polarized in-
cident waves in comparison with the reflected wave maxi-
mum directivity, they are not shown in this figure. There-
fore, when the incident plane wave is illuminated perpen-
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Fig. 7 Simulated far field patterns of the RCS for the co-polarized re-
flected waves on the y-z plane at 6 GHz, where the reflector size is
125 × 216 mm.

dicular to the reflector, the effectiveness of the interdigital
and multi-via structure metasurface reflector could be con-
firmed.

4. Reflector Design Using the Incident Wave Phase

In this section, the design method based on the ray tracing
method using the incident wave phase is described for ap-
plying the proposed structure to the arbitrary incident wave.
Then, this method is applied for the prototype metasurface
reflector utilized in our next stage evaluation experiments
described in the Sect. 5.

4.1 Reflector Design Method Using the Incident Wave
Phase

First of all, due to the size limitation of our anechoic cham-
ber used for the evaluation experiments, the distance be-
tween the TX and the reflector could not be kept sufficiently
for the far-field range. In this case, the incident wave could
not be regarded as a plane wave, therefore the metasurface
reflector should be designed in the same way as the primary
reflector design of the reflector antenna. In this paper, the
design method based on the ray tracing method using the
incident wave phase is proposed. Specifically, in our pro-
posed method, the metasurface reflector would be designed
according to Pozar’s method [4]. However, the incident
wave phase distribution on the reflector would be obtained
by the electromagnetic simulation, instead of calculating by
the path length from the phase center of wave source to the
reflection plane. In this case, the reflection phase distribu-
tion of the metasurface reflector would be determined us-
ing the obtained incident wave phase distribution. Then, the
metasurface structures would be designed to realize this re-
flection phase distribution.

In this subsection, the ray tracing method [41], [42]
used in the hologram optical element would be applied to
the metasurface reflector design. Figure 8 shows the config-
uration of the ray tracing used in this paper. The reflector is
placed on the x-y plane. The unit vector (lout, mout, nout) of

Fig. 8 Ray tracing of the reflector, where (lin, min, nin) is the unit vector
of the incident ray, (lout, mout, nout) is the unit vector of the reflected ray,
T (x, y) is the reflection phase distribution of the reflector, and ϕin(x, y) is
the phase distribution of the incident wave on the x-y plane.

the reflected ray is given by

lout = lin +
λ0

2π
∂{−T (x, y)}

∂x
, (4a)

mout = min +
λ0

2π
∂{−T (x, y)}

∂y
, (4b)

nout =

√
1 − l2out − m2

out, (4c)

where (lin, min, nin) is the unit vector of the incident ray,
and T (x, y) is the phase transfer function of the reflector.
In this paper, the phase transfer function T (x, y) is called
as the reflection phase distribution to apply the reflector de-
sign. Since the x and y components of the unit vector of the
incident ray could be represented by the partial derivatives
of the incident wave phase distribution, Eqs. (4a) and (4b)
could be represented by

lout =
λ0

2π
∂ {−ϕin(x, y)}

∂x
+
λ0

2π
∂{−T (x, y)}

∂x
, (5a)

mout =
λ0

2π
∂ {−ϕin(x, y)}

∂y
+
λ0

2π
∂{−T (x, y)}

∂y
, (5b)

where ϕin(x, y) is the incident wave phase distribution on
the x-y plane. In the case that the reflected wave would be
a plane wave, the components lout, mout, nout of the reflected
ray unit vector would be constants. Therefore, the reflection
phase distribution T (x, y) could be represented by

T (x, y) = −
2π
λ0

loutx−
2π
λ0

mouty−ϕin(x, y)+C +2nπ, (6)

where the fourth term C as the integration constant is an ar-
bitrary constant, n is an arbitrary integer, and the fifth term
2nπ represents the phase periodicity. Since the reflection di-
rection is determined by the gradient of the reflection phase
distribution, the fourth term C does not affect the reflection
direction. It could be considered that the first and second
terms would determine the reflection direction and the third
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Fig. 9 Simulation model of the transmitting antenna (TX), for obtaining
the incident wave phase distribution ϕin(x, y) on the reflection plane.

term would compensate the incident wave phase distribu-
tion. In Eqs. (4a), (4b), (5a), and (5b), minus signs are added
to T (x, y) and ϕin(x, y), since the opposite phase signs to the
previous papers [41], [42] are used in this paper.

4.2 Reflector Design for Evaluation Experiments

Figure 9 shows the simulation model of the TX for obtaining
the incident wave phase distribution ϕin(x, y) on the reflec-
tion plane. The standard horn antenna ETS-Lindgren 3160-
06 is used as the TX in the evaluation experiments. Its speci-
fication frequency range is from 5.85 GHz to 8.20 GHz. The
aperture height H, the aperture width W, and the length L
of the TX are 86 mm, 116 mm, and 305 mm, respectively.
In this figure, the x-polarized wave from the TX illuminates
perpendicular to the reflection plane on the x-y plane. Fig-
ure 10(a) and Fig. 10(b) show the incident wave phase ex-
amples ϕin(x, 0) on the x-axis and ϕin(0, y) on the y-axis, re-
spectively, where the distance R between the antenna aper-
ture and the reflection plane is 0.6 m for matching to our
experimental setup in Sect. 5. In this figure, the solid lines
show the simulated phase distribution, and the dashed lines
show the phase distribution calculated by the path length
from the phase center to the reflection plane for compar-
ison. The distance between the antenna aperture and the
phase center is assumed to be same as the TX length L of
305 mm. Since the simulated phase distribution is not neces-
sary to define the accurate phase center of the wave source, it
could be obtained easily and accurately in comparison with
the phase distribution calculated by the path length from the
phase center to the reflection plane.

The metasurface reflector with a reflection angle of 44◦

would be designed in this paper. Figure 11(a) and Fig. 11(b)
show the calculated reflection phase distribution examples
T (x, 0) on the x-axis and T (0, y) on the y-axis using Eq. (6),
where the x-component lout and the y-component mout of the
reflected ray unit vector are 0 and − sin(44◦), respectively,
the simulated incident phase distribution is used as ϕin(x, y),
and the constant C is determined to satisfy T (0, 0) = 0.

Fig. 10 Incident wave phase examples. (a) ϕin(x, 0) on the x-axis and (b)
ϕin(0, y) on the y-axis, where the solid lines show (A) the simulated phase
distribution and the dashed lines show (B) the phase distribution calculated
by the distance from the phase center to the reflection plane.

Fig. 11 Calculated reflection phase distribution examples (a) T (x, 0) on
the x-axis and (b) T (0, y) on the y-axis, using Eq. (6).

Fig. 12 Structure decision procedure for the patch elements of the pro-
posed metasurface reflector utilized in the evaluation experiments, where
the previous assigned patch reflection phase Φm,n would be reassigned to
the sides of the hexagonal patch under the priority of the even row and
smaller number column (left side) patches.

The reflection phase assignment shown in Fig. 12 is
used as the structure decision procedure. In this procedure,
similar to the Sect. 3.2, the structural parameters of the inter-
digital and multi-via structures would be decided as follows.
First, based on the calculated reflection phase distribution
T (x, y), the reflection phase for the m-th row and n-th col-
umn patch Φm,n would be determined according to

Φ2i−1,n = −
2π
λ0

mouty2i,n − ϕin
(
x2i−1,n, y2i−1,n

)
+ C + 2nπ,

(7a)

Φ2i,n = −
2π
λ0

mouty2i,n − ϕin
(
x2i,n, y2i,n

)
+ C + 2nπ, (7b)
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Fig. 13 Simulation model for the evaluation experiments.

where xm,n and ym,n represent the x- and y-coordinates of
the m-th row and n-th column patch center, respectively and
i is the integer number. Equations (7a) and (7b) represent
the reflection phases for the odd row (m = 2i − 1) and even
row (m = 2i) patches, respectively. Equation (7a) seems to
be a little bit complicate, since the y-coordinate y2i,n of the
even row patch is used for the odd row patch. However, to
obtain the equivalent reflected wave phase to the simulation
in the Sect. 3, y2i,n would be used for the odd row patch in
Eq. (7a), as the same reflection phase is assigned to both odd
and even row patches in the procedure of Sect. 3.2. Second,
the previous assigned patch reflection phase Φm,n would be
reassigned to the sides of the hexagonal patch under the pri-
ority of the even row and smaller number column (left side)
patches same as the Sect. 3.2. Third, the finger depth D for
the interdigital structure and the via distance d for the multi-
via structure would be decided according to the reassigned
reflection phase Φm,n, using Fig. 1(c) and Fig. 2(c).

The simulation models of the reflector antenna com-
posed of the TX and the designed reflector with the interdig-
ital and multi-via structures are shown in Fig. 13, where the
reflector size is 125 × 228 mm and the other parameters are
the same as the Sect. 3. In this figure, the x-polarized wave
from the TX would illuminate vertically the metasurface re-
flector on the x-y plane and the reflection pattern would be
analyzed. Figure 14 shows the metasurface reflector part of
the simulation model, including the expanded views. The
radiation patterns of the simulation models in Figs. 13 and
14 are presented in the Sect. 5, along with measurement re-
sults.

5. Evaluation Experiments

The prototype reflectors and their evaluation experiment re-
sults are described in this section.

Fig. 14 Metasurface reflector part of the simulation model, including the
expanded views, where the substrate size is 125×228 mm and the substrate
thickness t is 1.6 mm.

Fig. 15 Photographs of the prototype metasurface reflector with the in-
terdigital and multi-via structures, including the expanded views, where the
FR-4 substrate Panasonic R-1705 was used for the prototype. The substrate
size is 125 × 228 mm.

5.1 Prototype Metasurface Reflector

Figure 15 shows the photographs of the prototype meta-
surface reflector with the interdigital and multi-via struc-
tures, including the expanded views, where the substrate
size is 125 × 228 mm as same as the simulation model in
the Sect. 4. Using the structure data provided from the sim-
ulator, the prototype metasurface reflectors were manufac-
tured by a printed circuit board manufacturer. The FR-4
substrate Panasonic R-1705 was used for the manufacture,
as described in the Sect. 2.1.

5.2 Reflector Measurement System

For the evaluation experiments of the reflectors, the mea-
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Fig. 16 Measurement system for the reflector, including the TX and
the receiving antenna (RX). The vector network analyzer (VNA) and the
turntable could be controlled by the personal computer (PC). The positioner
is the control unit for the turntable.

Fig. 17 Inside photograph of the anechoic chamber with the measure-
ment equipment, including the TX and the RX.

surement system shown in Fig. 16 is set up in our ane-
choic chamber. Figure 17 shows the inside photograph
of our anechoic chamber with the equipment of the mea-
surement system, including the standard horn antenna ETS-
Lindgren 3160-06 for the TX and the wideband antenna
ETS-Lindgren 3115 for the receiving antenna (RX). The re-
flector is placed on the top of a styrofoam pole in the center
of the turntable which is usually used in the electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) measurement. The TX is placed on the
top of another styrofoam pole in the edge of the turntable.
The distance from the TX aperture to the reflector is 0.6 m,
which is same as the radius of the turntable. The RX is held
at the antenna mast on the floor outside the turntable. The
distance from the reflector to the RX aperture is 3 m because
of the limitation of our anechoic chamber. The reflector, the
TX, and the RX are placed at the same height of 1.45 m from
the floor, which is the height center of chamber. By rotating
the turntable with maintaining the relative position of the
TX and the reflector, the reflection pattern on the horizontal
plane could be measured by the RX, where the vector net-
work analyzer (VNA) Keysight N5224A was used for this
measurement. The VNA and the turntable could be con-
trolled by the personal computer (PC).

Fig. 18 The radiation patterns in the actual gain for the reflector antenna
composed of the transmitting horn antenna and the prototype metasurface
reflector. The dotted and solid lines show the measurement and simulation
results, respectively.

5.3 Measurement Results

Figure 18 shows the radiation patterns in the actual gain
for the reflector antenna composed of the TX and the pro-
totype metasurface reflector. In this figure, the dotted and
solid lines show the measurement results and the simu-
lation results, respectively. The red and blue lines show
the co- and cross-polarized components, respectively. In
Fig. 18, the measured values are calibrated with 15.9 dBi,
which is the authorized actual gain of the standard horn an-
tenna ETS-Lindgren 3160-06. Because the TX would scat-
ter the reflected wave from the reflector to the RX in our
simulation model and measurement system of Figs. 13 and
16, the measured and simulated radiation patterns around
at the angle of 0◦ could not show true radiation patterns.
Therefore, the radiation patters at the angle range from
345◦ (−15◦) to 15◦ are omitted in Fig. 18, referring to some
manuscripts [8], [13], [14]. The maximum directivities for
the measured and simulated results are obtained at the re-
flection direction of 318◦ (−42◦) and 317◦ (−43◦), respec-
tively, which are similar to the designed reflection angle of
316◦ (−44◦). The effectiveness of the proposed structure and
design method could be confirmed by matching the experi-
ment and simulation results. It could be considered that the
difference 2.24 dB between the measured maximum value
of 8.86 dBi and the simulated maximum value of 11.1 dBi
would be mainly caused by the misalignment in the mea-
surement. The cross-polarized waves are suppressed over
19.7 dB and 23.3 dB for the measured and simulated results,
respectively, in comparison with the co-polarized maximum
values. However, the measured first sidelobe level at the di-
rection of 18◦ and the simulated first sidelobe level at the
direction of 337◦ (−23◦) are 4.4 dBi and 6.91 dBi, respec-
tively, which are only suppressed by 4.46 dB and 4.19 dB
compared with the measured and simulated maximum di-
rectivities. The measured and simulated backlobe levels at
the direction of 180◦ are 14.5 dBi and 19.0 dBi, respectively,
which are larger than the measured and simulated main lobe
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Fig. 19 The radiation patterns in the actual gain for the metal reflector
antenna composed of the transmitting horn antenna and the metal reflector.
The dotted and solid lines show the measurement and simulation results,
respectively.

levels. To describe these reasons, Fig. 19 shows the radia-
tion patterns in the actual gain for the planar metal reflector
antenna composed of the TX and the metal reflector with the
same size as the prototype metasurface reflector. In this fig-
ure, the dotted and solid lines show the measurement results
and the simulation results, respectively. As described above,
the TX might scatter the reflected wave in our measurement
system. In Fig. 19, the large sidelobes of the metal reflector
at the direction of 340◦ (−20◦) and 20◦, which should not
be large [43], are confirmed in this measurement system.
Especially, the measured sidelobe level of the metal reflec-
tor antenna at the direction of 17◦ is 7.5 dBi, which is only
suppressed by 5.56 dB compared with the measured maxi-
mum directivities of 13.06 dBi. Therefore, it would be con-
sidered that the large sidelobes at the angle of 340◦ (−20◦)
and 20◦ of the prototype metasurface reflector antenna are
also caused by the measurement system. In addition, due
to the limitation of our existing computer specifications etc.,
the relatively small prototype reflector was used for exper-
iments, though the small reflector has large backlobe. As
shown in Figs. 18 and 19, since the backlobe patterns of the
metasurface and metal reflector antennas are approximately
same, it could be considered that the large backlobes are
caused by the small size of reflector. Improving the sidelobe
and backlobe levels would be a future study.

6. Conclusion

Novel patch element shapes with the interdigital and multi-
via structures for hexagonal patch mushroom-type metasur-
face reflectors were proposed for obtaining the reflection
phase range of ±180◦. These proposed structures could
be realized inexpensively using the usual double-sided print
circuit board fabrication. Using these structures, the reflec-
tion phase range from −174◦ to +175◦ could be confirmed
in the electromagnetic field simulation. A design method of
the proposed reflector with the novel structures was intro-
duced. The metasurface reflector with a reflection angle of

44◦ for the normal incident plane wave was designed and
simulated. The simulated maximum directivities were the
same as the designed reflection angle. The low polarization
dependent properties and the sharp far field patterns were
confirmed in the simulation results. The prototype metasur-
face reflector with its size of 125 × 228 mm was designed
and manufactured for the evaluation experiments. Due to
the size limitation of our anechoic chamber, the prototype
reflector should be designed in the same way as the primary
reflector design of the reflector antenna. Specifically, the re-
flector design method based on the ray tracing method using
the incident wave phase was proposed, for applying the pro-
posed structure to the arbitrary incident wave. The measured
radiation pattern for the reflector antenna composed of the
TX and the prototype metasurface reflector was similar to
the simulated radiation pattern. The effectiveness of the pro-
posed structures and the design method could be confirmed
by these simulation and experiment results. In order to im-
prove the sidelobe and backlobe levels, the optimization for
the metasurface reflector with the proposed structures would
be a future study.
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